Collaborating
with Video in the
Microsoft Ecosystem
How to Seamlessly Stream, Secure and Manage Video at Scale
with Microsoft Enterprise Collaboration Tools

‘Video-First’ is the new normal
Current world events have forced enterprises to permanently rethink things like business travel, team
collaboration, employee engagement, external communication and event management. Video’s emergence
as a more than serviceable substitute for in-person contact—combined with its potential to provide
massive savings in both corporate travel expenses and employee productivity—has provided plenty of
compelling evidence that a global shift in corporate collaboration is upon us.
As enterprises work to reduce travel expenses, support employees working from home, and maintain
business continuity, they are investing heavily in both collaboration technology platforms AND technologies required to stream, secure and manage video communication at scale.

What Qumu + Microsoft can do for your enterprise
Qumu’s Enterprise Video as a Service (EVaaS)™ platform fits seamlessly into the Microsoft collaboration
ecosystem, by allowing enterprises of any size to supplement or replace in-person communication with video—
while adding the enterprise-grade security, internal and external video delivery, end-user device independence
and limitless scale required to reach both employees and customers in all corners of the globe.

The Microsoft
Collaboration Tool:

Teams is Microsoft’s hub for
teamwork, allowing people to
meet, call, chat and collaborate
from a single interface.

Scablability

What Qumu +
Microsoft Provides:

Qumu enables Teams users
to extend the reach of
meetings to larger groups
and record them as on
demand assets.

SharePoint allows teams, departments, and divisions to create portals
for sharing files, data, news and other
resources.

Management
Qumu offloads the hosting,
management, and searching of
on-demand video assets—and
also adds comprehensive portal
and channel management.

Previously Microsoft’s flagship video
conferencing tool, Skype for Business
will be replaced by Teams in 2021.

Streaming
Qumu allows users to run
large-scale live broadcasts
directly from Skype for
Business, by simply
scheduling them in MS
Outlook.

Qumu + Microsoft Teams: Video collaboration with unlimited reach
On the surface, Teams provides everything a globally distributed workgroup could need—a teamwork center
where workgroups can chat, hold video meetings, share files and seamlessly move between their Microsoft
and other productivity and communications applications. But video-first organizations are responding to
the massive increase in demand for video by extending Teams—for webcasting, recording and large-scale
events—with no capacity limitations or negative effects on bandwidth.
After all, Teams is all about giving everyone in your enterprise maximum reach and collaboration flexibility.
And with Qumu’s Broadcast Console behind it, employees can collaborate freely—and securely—with video.
Anyone who can set up a Teams meeting can also record it, creating an editable video asset. Plus, they can
launch a self-service or high-production webcast to a broader workgroup, a division or the entire company.

Record
conversations,
meetings and
presentations for
team members who
cannot attend.

Launch a live
streaming webcast
directly from Teams,
complete with all
of the functionality
users expect.

Transcribe and index
meeting data and
audio tracks, for
extensive search and
retrieval capabilities.

Ensure quality
delivery of video to all
global users,
regardless of device
type.

Schedule webcasts
and video events
directly through
Teams or Outlook.

Use one central,
managed repository for
sharing on demand
videos.

Edit recorded
meetings and events
and automatically add
captions.

Support all Microsoft
collaboration suite
users with a single
Enterprise Streaming
platform.

Control user
permissions like
access, editing, sharing
and media
management based on
existing corporate
security profiles.

Access
comprehensive video
analytics related to
both network health
and user
engagement.

Why extend Teams functionality with Qumu?

1

Broadcast globally from any location.
Whether the CEO is addressing every
employee in an impromptu chat from
home, or the product launch team is
holding a global virtual marketing event,
broadcasting at scale from Teams is as
easy as setting up a one-on-one or small
group meeting.
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Extend video to any computing
environment. Today’s enterprise
networks often consist of multiple
computing environments and third party
CDNs. Through Qumu’s intelligent
delivery solution, video can be delivered
seamlessly to customers, partners,
subsidiaries and employees — inside or
outside the firewall, using mobile
devices or virtual desktops.

How Qumu’s Teams integration works

Manage video assets from one place—
but view them from anywhere. As
video use surges across the enterprise,
managing and serving on demand assets
from a single, enterprise-grade platform
rather than separate portals is key. The
Qumu solution offers Teams users
additional functionality like customized
workflows, powerful search tools, security
rules, and automated processes for video
distribution, archiving and expiration.
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4

5

Call Qumu today for a demonstration of our
Enterprise Video as a Service (EVaaS)™ platform.

Include active and passive
participants in any event. Using
Teams software as a broadcasting front
end, active participants can interact in a
video event just as they would in a
Teams meeting—speaking, presenting
slides and sharing their screen.
Additionally, an unlimited number of
passive listeners can participate as well,
and leverage engagement features like
chat, polls and live Q&A.

Choose your own production value.
Most enterprises conduct a full spectrum
of live events, ranging from self-service
broadcasts to full studio productions. With
Qumu + Teams, enterprises can easily
increase their production value by utilizing
multiple cameras, encoders and audio
equipment.
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Qumu + Skype for Business: A scalable video broadcasting engine
With Microsoft retiring Skype for Business in mid-2021, enterprises are gradually transitioning users to
Teams. But, current Skype for Business users still the need to broadcast video and events.
Fortunately, Qumu’s Broadcast Console simultaneously supports a variety of leading unified comms and video conferencing solutions—including Teams, Skype for Business, Zoom and Webex—allowing those users to
stream and record live webcasts too. In fact, through our direct integration with Skype for Business, streaming events can be pre-scheduled or set up on the fly directly from Outlook.

Turn Skype for
Business into a largescale broadcasting
and streaming
engine.

Easily capture,
archive, search and
share recorded
meetings using the
Skype for Business
menu.

Index meeting data
and audio tracks for
extensive search and
retrieval capabilities.

Schedule
broadcasts and
invite participants
directly from
Outlook.

Trim or edit
recorded meetings
to optimize impact
and understanding
for on demand
viewers.

Eliminate worries
about file transfer
size regardless of
whether the
conversations contain
audio, video or slides.

Manage Skype
for Business
conversations
along with relevant
information in
SharePoint sites,
enhancing your
knowledge base.

Control video access,
sharing, management
and permissions
based on pre-existing
corporate security
profile policies.

Conduct global,
multi-presenter
webcasts or
virtual
conferences.

Qumu + SharePoint: Manage, index, secure and stream on demand
In the new normal, a lot of video will be shared and viewed on SharePoint. Where does Qumu come in?
It’s a matter of scale. Large organizations have thousands of employees using multiple SharePoint portals
across the enterprise and around the globe. Managing those assets and providing high-quality streaming
and delivery requires an enterprise-grade video resource. Qumu provides Enterprise Video as a Service —
seamlessly and securely— so you can throttle up video usage without choking your network. And without the
nightmare of redundant, out-of-date or discontinued video files residing on innumerable portals and channels.
TM

With one, centralized video platform doing the heavy lifting, employees can use SharePoint for what it does
best: sharing, not hosting and managing massive video files. Using SharePoint’s built-in social tools, users can
rate, review, clip and share videos worry-free because everything is safely hosted and managed—behind the
scenes—by the Qumu platform.
Plus, the Qumu platform provides two levels of search, making it easy for users to find what they need.
Search for a video, just as you would normally, using text and metadata. Then Qumu’s Speech Search digs
deeper, pinpointing exact words inside any video, whether those words are in text, metadata—even audio.

Offload SharePoint
from video hosting and
management to
reduce the amount of
outdated, redundant
video on your network

Secure live and
on-demand videos
based on predefined SharePoint
security protocols.

View and manage video
metadata, permissions
and workflows from a
single, central location.

Stream live webcasts
directly from
SharePoint with Live
Chat, Q&A, polling and
multi-language
captions.

View detailed
analytics dashboards
for both network
health and user
engagement.

Integrate with any
version of SharePoint,
including Office 365.

Deliver video to anyone,
anywhere on any device,
network connection,
player or browser.

Use configurable
add-ins to easily
embed video collections
or individual videos into
SharePoint pages.

Why Qumu?
Qumu’s Enterprise Video as a Service platform integrates
seamlessly with the Microsoft Collaboration Suite, allowing
enterprises the scalability, security device-independence
and internal / external video delivery required to reach
stakeholders across the globe.

Leading organizations choose Qumu because:

We’re a Microsoft Gold Development
Partner, allowing us to integrate directly
with all Office 365 applications and
collaboration products.

We offer an open, extensible platform
with APIs that provide tremendous flexibility in integrating with solutions for Microsoft ecosystems, as well as virtual desktop,
peer-to-peer, video conferencing, digital
signage and more.

Our customer service is renowned far
beyond our industry as winners of the
prestigious Stevie Award for Customer
Service two consecutive years.

Our platform allows scalability of live or
on demand video, allowing enterprises to
reach hundreds of thousands of concurrent
users with no loss of video quality.

Our platform supports BYOD allowing
employees to engage with and consume
video on whatever device they choose to
use.

We offer multiple deployment options
with cloud, on premise and hybrid deployments to meet the requirements of any
organization.

Our security is enterprise-grade
covering secure video hosting and
delivery along with precise access
control and regular auditing.

Qumu Customers
by the Numbers
72 Members of the Forbes Global 2000
45 Members of the Fortune 500
14 of the World’s Most Valuable Brands
28 of the Fortune Most Admired Companies
All of the Top 5 Credit Card Companies
10 of the Forbes World’s Best Banks

Call Qumu today for a demonstration of our
enterprise-grade video hub for Office 365 environments.
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